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In this edition of our newsletter you will find valuable information regarding recertification, appeals, and testing opportunities.
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Update
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FSAT Update

This year marked the first time that we accepted electronic submissions of recertification forms. Over 65% of you submitted
via this method. You saved in mailing costs and you saved the
ABC time and effort on our handling of your forms. Thank you!
In our previous newsletter, we mentioned that we had convened
our first Subject Matter Expert (SME) panel for those scientists
that are involved in forensic biology. I’m proud to say that we’ve
convened our second SME panel for an occupational analysis of
all criminalistics. This analysis was focused on identifying tasks
that we all do on a day to day basis. These tasks will go on to
form the basis of a new fundamental knowledge examination
that we will be offering. The information from the forensic
biolo-gy SME group is still being evaluated and will form the
basis for two new exams, one in DNA analysis and one at the
screener level of forensic biology.
Continued:
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE CONTINUED
As we constantly work to make our program better, I’d like to announce two of our priorities for you to look forward to in the next
year. In the upcoming months we will be developing methods to submit proficiency test material electronically. We will also be offering
our examinations more frequently and at more locations. If you are
interested in hosting a sitting at your laboratory, even if it is just for a
few people, please contact your regional representative on the ABC
Board of Directors.
Soon, many of our regional association memberships will be having
their annual conferences. As always, we will be offering our exams at
each of these meetings. Please congratulate your colleagues who are
sitting for the examinations on their preparation and drive to attain
certification.
Please look for us at the American Academy of Forensic Sciences
meeting in Baltimore in February. We’ll again be hosting our
“annual” Ice Cream reception on Wednesday evening after the Criminalistics section meeting. This is thanks to our wonderful sponsors.
We hope to see you all there!
If you ever have any questions or concerns, you can contact the ABC
Registrar at ABCRegistrar@criminalistics.com or by phone at 941729-9050.
Christopher Hamburg, D-ABC

President

Follow Us!
Follow us on Facebook and Twitter for important updates.
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Accreditation Manager’s
Update
Most forensic scientists are familiar with laboratory accreditation. I
would guess that few have considered the accreditation status of
their certification body. In 2004, the ABC became the first personal
certification body to be accredited by the Forensic Specialties Accreditation Board (FSAB). Currently there are ten forensic-related bodies
accredited by FSAB. In 2013 the ABC Board of Directors determined
that they wanted to seek accreditation to an internationally recognized standard. The relevant standard is ISO/IEC 17024: General requirements for bodies operating certification of persons. Similarly,
FSAB has been working to bring their accreditation standards in
alignment with ISO/IEC 17024.
In the fall of 2014, I was hired by the ABC, as a contractor, to facilitate
our current accreditation as well as to transition the organization to
be in compliance with ISO/IEC 17024 standards. Since that time, I
have worked to expand and improve current policies and procedures
to be more in line with our daily work practices; to ensure that our
current practices are in compliance with our accreditation standards
and ISO/IEC 17024; to develop an internal audit process including
annual onsite audits of the Registrar’s Office; and to develop our continual improvement process.
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ACCREDITATION MANAGER’S UPDATE CONTINUED:
As FSAB continues to improve their accreditation process, they have
made several significant changes. One of the most significant changes is to require on-site assessments of our facilities for accreditation
or reaccreditation. In March I submitted our application for reaccreditation. In November I will be travelling to the Registrar’s Office,
along with two FSAB assessors, to complete our first onsite external
assessment of the Registrar’s Office facilities and records, the Accreditation Manager records and the Database Manager records. The Database Manager assessment will be conducted remotely. ABC will be
funding this assessment.
Our transition to ISO/IEC 17024 is nearing completion from the
standpoint of written policies and procedures. As with any organization, the documents are routinely reviewed and improved upon, so
the work never ceases. Additionally, accreditation requires routine
reviews of certain processes. To date we have initiated or completed
reviews of our recertification process and our policies to protect the
impartiality of the organization and to mitigate conflicts of interest.
We continue to work on updating our examinations and our certification schemes. This work will significantly improve our certification
program to ensure our certification remains robust and relevant for
years to come. As we seek to improve our program we will be reaching out to our certificants for input. You will see surveys periodically.
I encourage you to complete the surveys, so we can continue to provide the highest quality certification program possible.
Gretchen Lajoie
Accreditation Manager
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The ABC Exam
Development Process
The exam development process is a long one, and requires many resources – both people and money. The regional organizations, the California Association of Criminalists, the Northwest Association of Forensic Scientists, the Midwestern Association of Forensic Scientists, the Mid-Atlantic
Association of Forensic Scientists, the Northeastern Association of Forensic Scientists, and the Southern Association of Forensic Scientists have
supplied monetary support for their members to attend Developing a Curriculum (DACUM) workshops.
The ABC would also like to thank all the volunteers who have stepped forward. We now have a large pool of interested subject matter experts to assist in exam development. There have been two DACUM workshops: one
for Molecular Biology, held last October and facilitated by Laura Silva, Vice
Chair of the Exam Committee and David Stockwell, the ABC Database Manager; the one for Fundamental Knowledge was held in July in Houston and
facilitated by Marie Samples, Chair of the Exam Committee and Beth Ballard of the Exam Committee.
The verification survey for the Molecular Biology tasks has been completed, and the task selection/analysis is beginning. A verification survey for
the Fundamental Knowledge will be coming soon. The Exam Committee
members will be busy with other steps in the development process. A way
for others to participate is in the creation of questions for the exams.
There is a web-based submission form available at the ABC website:
http://www.criminalistics.com/submit-an-abc-exam-question.html
If you have any questions, feel free to contact Marie Samples at
marie.samples@gmail.com.
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Ed Rhodes Scholarship
Did you know you can sit for another ABC Certification Exam for free? A
free sitting is offered to one representative from each ABC Member Organization each year. If you are a member of one of the following, consider
applying for the Ed Rhodes Scholarship.

American Academy of Forensic Sciences
American Society of Crime Laboratory Directors
ASTM E-30
California Association of Criminalists
Mid-Atlantic Association of Forensic Scientists
Midwestern Association of Forensic Scientists
Northwest Association of Forensic Scientists
Northeastern Association of Forensic Scientists
Southern Association of Forensic Scientists
Southwestern Association of Forensic Scientists

Apply at www.criminalistics.com
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Calling For Volunteers
The ABC is operated by volunteers along with a few contractor
positions. If you have been looking for a way to become more involved or simply need another source of recertification points,
consider volunteering for the ABC.
Opportunities may include serving on one of the following:
Credentials Committee
Proficiency Test Review Committee
Recertification Committee
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ABC Certification Scheme
As the ABC continues to move to ISO/IEC 17024 Accreditation,
the ABC is updating its certification scheme. The most recent
change relates to how Diplomate and Fellow status is awarded
upon certification.
Starting on August 1, 2018, everyone who successfully passes an
exam and meets the requirements for certification will now be
certified as a Diplomate. The only difference between the Diplomate and Fellow certification schemes relates to proficiency testing. In an effort to ensure that a Fellow meets the ABC requirements for proficiency testing, it is important that successful proficiency testing be verified by the ABC before granting Fellow
status. Because this is a time consuming process, the ABC does
not want to slow down the initial certification process to certify
a successful candidate as a Fellow initially.
Diplomates who complete proficiency testing in their specialty,
may easily convert their certification to Fellow status. If you apply for conversion to Fellow within one year of your initial certification date, the fee for a new certificate is waived!
You can find the Conversion Application (09-0802F) on our
website at www.criminalistics.com.
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Recertification Update
The next recertification period is nearly upon us. Before you submit
your packet, the ABC would like to remind everyone that the most
up to date information regarding annual recertification requirements is posted to our website under the Recertification tab. There
are written instructions to guide you through the process. To further assist, we’ve listed out some helpful hints to make your next
recertification packet complete.


All activities in any section of the recertification paperwork MUST be accompanied by supporting documentation that verify the points claimed
(including section I.A of Form 09-0601F if the supervisor/co-worker
listed did not witness/sign the Recertification Declaration Form 090612F).
 For workshops, courses, and online webinars – the appropriate
supporting documentation is a completion certificate with the
number of contact hours stated. If the certificate does not
contain the number of contact hours, an agenda indicating the
hours is appropriate to supplement the certificate.
 For Forensic Organization Membership – the most appropriate
supporting documentation is a membership card for the year
of recertification. If a membership card is not issued, a roster
printed with the recertification year or a letter from the organization’s executive board is sufficient. Please refer to the Approved Organization list for all recognized Forensic Organizations.



Please remember, if you do not submit appropriate supporting documentation, you will not receive points for the activity!!

Continued:
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RECERTIFICATION UPDATE CONTINUED


“Registered General Session Meeting Attendance” includes plenary sessions or keynote addresses designed to reach an entire conference
body, held at one of our Approved Organization meetings .



Points claimed for “Organizational Participation” must be from our Approved Organization list.



All meeting workshops, courses and online webinars must be approved
by the ABC before submitting for recertification points. Any workshop
given at a meeting from our Approved Organization list is already approved. A list of all other approved workshops, courses and webinars
will be posted to our website by December 2018.
 To request pre-approval throughout the year, send the name
of the workshop/course/webinar, a CV or short biography of
the instructor(s), and the course outline, syllabus or learning
objectives to the Registrar’s Office. More information is available on our website.



Remember, June 1 is the FINAL deadline for submission of any recertification paperwork!

Imaging & Analysis Solutions
FORENSICS

Fast Investigation
Real-time Analysis

Hair, fibers, inks

► High Throughput Imaging

Accident reconstruction

Duct tapes

Drugs
Gunshot residue

Trace evidence
Powders, explosives

Plant materials

Preserve the Evidence
High-resolution Scanning Electron Microscope with large sample chamber
Direct analysis time-of-flight Mass Spectrometer

www.jeolusa.com/forensics ● salesinfo@jeol.com
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Call for Courses
Working in an accredited laboratory, I am sure you are familiar
with the saying “If it isn’t documented, it didn’t happen”. The
ABC is in the unfortunate position that records of courses that
have been approved in the past for recertification points have
been lost!
The ABC Board of Directors is working diligently to re-create this
list. This includes all the appropriate documentation needed to
vet these courses. If you are aware of any courses that you have
previously submitted or claimed points for, please let us know!
ABC Registrar
abcregistrar@criminalistics.com
P.O. Box 1358
Palmetto, FL 34220
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ABC Finances
You are probably wondering why the ABC is raising the Recertification Fee
again this year. I can tell you that obtaining Accreditation to ISO/IEC
17024:2012 - Conformity assessment - General requirements for bodies operating certification of persons is not an inexpensive proposition. While our Policy and Procedure manual was adequate for the Forensic Specialties Accreditation Board (FSAB), it needed a serious overhaul to meet ISO/IEC 17024 standards…and we are a volunteer organization. To move us forward, we needed to
hire an Accreditation manager. We hired Gretchen Lajoie in 2014 and she has
moved us very far forward in our quest for accreditation. In addition, we realized that our question database was our greatest asset. In 2014, we hired
Dave Stockwell to act as our Question Database Manager, to help protect our
examination questions. This is in addition to our Registrar, a position that the
ABC has contracted since the early days. In 2017, paying those 3 contracts accounted for 48% of our expenses.
Another 21% was paid for the ABC Board of Directors, its contractors, and the
Exam Committee members to meet twice in 2017. Another 9% was spent
sending four members of the Exam Committee and Dave Stockwell to psychometric training. Psychometry is the science of measuring mental capacity…
usually via testing. Part of obtaining accreditation is making sure our tests
comply with psychometric standards…hence the training. Then we impaneled
a group of subject matter experts to put together a job task analysis for molecular biology, for which we paid out about 3% of our expenses to cover.
The remainder of our $152,000 in expenses last year covered travel costs for
examination proctors throughout the US, as well as travel to complete the required internal audit of the Registrar’s office. We use PowerDMS for our document management system, and owe money each year to the FSAB for a 3rd
party assessment of our operations and for a Treasurer’s Bond and Director’s
and Officer’s Insurance. We also print exam booklets, buy supplies, pay website costs, as well as PayPal fees. And, from time to time we need to hire a
lawyer to assist in ethics hearings or legal reviews, which as you know is not
cheap!
Continued:
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FINANCES CONTINUED
We also, according to Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP), account for depreciation to the equipment that the ABC owns, as well as unearned fees from applicants who paid a sitting fee and then did not sit for
their exams and for the free exams we grant via the Ed Rhodes Scholarship.
All of this adds up to the ABC spending $152,568 in 2017.

That would not be an concern…except that we only brought in $129,514.
Therefore, ABC posted a loss of $23,000 for 2017. To keep that from happening again in 2018, we tightened up our budget and the officers have been having monthly budget web-meetings. But it could not be ignored that 43% of
our revenue comes from recertification maintenance fees. We also looked at
the recertification maintenance fees for the other certificating bodies accredited by the FSAB…and we were one of the lowest. We also realized that although Fellow certificates involved more work, we were charging the same
amount for recertification for Fellows and Diplomates. That was why we voted to increase the Fellow fee more than the Diplomate fee. With the raise in
recertification maintenance fees and the tightening of our budget, we should
post a profit of just about $2,000 this year…not great, but better than a large
loss.
Part of the budget tightening was not having a semi-annual in-person meeting
of the Board of Directors and Examination Committee. While that does not
sound like much, we get so much accomplished at our in-person meetings,
the lack of the second meeting has not been a good thing. Raising the recertification maintenance rates another $10 for 2019 will hopefully allow us reinstate the semi-annual in-person meetings, allowing us to accomplish more
and move further on the path toward ISO/IEC 17024 accreditation. International accreditation has been our priority goal for several years and we are
closer than ever…due to your support!
Susan Blankenship, D-ABC
MAAFS Rep to the ABC Board of Directors
ABC Treasurer
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Missing In Action
The ABC has lost contact with the following individuals:
Bailey, Jodi
Blanton, Lawrence
Cavalier, Dimika V.
Cooper, Morgan S.
Culmone, John Joseph Albert
Davis, Michael Brayn
Dougherty, James L.
Exline, David L.
Fleisher, Karen
Freeman, Robin E.
Garcia, James David
Gross, Ann Marie
Gross, Timothy P.
Hamlin, Ann Capizzi
Hebert, Thomas
Johnson, Janine Renee
Kamb, Valerie
Kane, Meghan J.
LaBonne, Stephen G.

Macy, Jonathan David
Marbarker, William E.
Martino, Julia M.
McFarland, Lisa
Meier, Sandra L.
Murariu, Jr., David Anthony
Ollis, Jr., Robert J.
Purcell, PhD, Dale K.
Rumble, maria A.
Scaduto, Diane I.
Sewell, Kenneth L.
Staley, Elaine M.
Tambasco, Anthony J.
Traugott, Martha M.
Van Buren, Randy Todd
Vowels, Neil K.
Wadsworth, James Lawrence
Wilson, Donna K.

If you know anyone on this list, please help them get in touch
with the ABC Registrar as soon as possible!
If they have retired, remind them of the ability to seek Emeritus status!
ABC Registrar
abcregistrar@criminalistics.com
P.O. Box 1358
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No Longer Working
in Criminalistics?
If you are no longer actively working in Criminalistics, there are
a couple of options for your certification. If you are not proactive
in taking one of these steps, your certification will be revoked.
Conversion to Emeritus
If you are leaving the field of forensics, have been certified for a
minimum of 1 year, and are in good standing with the ABC, you
can convert your certificate to Emeritus Status. You can do this
for free, but you only have one year to complete the process!

Resignation of Your Certificate
If you do not qualify for Emeritus Status, you can resign your certificate and remain in good standing with the ABC. This prevents
the steps of being placed on probation, suspension, and eventually having your certificate listed as revoked!
Dormancy of Certification
If you have a life changing event that prevents you from maintaining your certification (e.g. long term illness, military leave,
family care leave, etc.) or a short term absence from the profession, you may request dormancy for 6 months to three years.
You are still required to remain in good standing with the ABC
(maintenance fees, etc.) but you do not have to earn recertification points during the dormancy period.
See the www.criminalistics.com for more information!
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Call For FSAT Questions
The ABC is redeveloping the Forensic Science Assessment Test
(FSAT Exam) which has been administered to college students in
many Forensic Science Programs across the country since 2007.

We’re looking for questions and do we have a deal for you! A
FREE FSAT sitting for:
 Every 25 accepted questions submitted by an institution is
one free sitting
 Every 10 accepted questions submitted by an individual will
result in one free sitting.
If you don’t need a sitting, contact the ABC Registrar about a refund for a past FSAT sitting.

Submit your questions at www.criminalistics.com!
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Share Me!

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

Top 10 Reasons To Get Certified?
10. Improvement of Earning Potential
9. Meets Emerging Certification and Licensing
Requirements

8. Enhances Opportunities for Career Advancement
7. Advances Public and Courtroom Credibility
6. Standardizes Accepted Level of Knowledge,
Skills, and Abilities

5. Professional Recognition
4. Promotes Professional Involvement
3. Firm Continuing Education
2. Advances the Profession as a Whole
1. Personal Accomplishment

